Single channel FADC prototype

Test bed for:
•
•
•
•
•

SPT converter chip
Xilinx chip and software
Mentor PCB & FPGA software
Intellectual Property (PCI core)
Robotic assembly
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Testbed - All of CODA in a single Linux box
fADC

ROC
EB
ER
rcServer
runcontrol

• ROC - Read-out-controller
• EB / ER / ET - Event Builder/Recorder/Transfer
• rcServer & runcontrol
• ... or we can read the fADC directly via. Root
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Abstract
Flash Analog-to-Digital Convertor (FADC) is frequently used in Nuclear and Particle Physics experiments, often as
the major component in big multi-channel systems. The large data volume makes the optimization of operating
parameters necessary. This article reports a study of a method to extend the dynamic range of an 8-bit FADC from the
nominal 28 value. By comparing the integrated pulse area with that of a reference profile, good energy reconstruction
and event identification can be achieved on saturated events from CsI(Tl) crystal scintillators. The effective dynamic
range can be extended by at least four more bits. The algorithm is generic and is expected to be applicable to other
detector systems with FADC readout.
r 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
PACS: 07.05.Kf; 07.05.Pj; 07.50.Qx
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Optimization of the pulse arrival time determination in the
ZEUS central tracking detector FADC system
D.G. Cussans *, H.F. Heath
Received 14 November 1994; revised form received 29 March 1995

Abstract
The constant fraction discriminator algorithm for finding the arrival time of pulses from a drift chamber is outlined. Using
a Monte Carlo simulation the effect of noise and pulse rise time on the timing resolution is studied. A simple correction to
this algorithm, which reduces the effect of non-linearities in the pulse rising edge is described. The effect of the correction
on the ZEUS central tracking detector, instrumented with an eight-bit flash analogue to digital converter system is studied.
Using calibration pulses the timing resolution of the system is measured to be 0.021 f 0.003 digitizing periods, which is in
agreement with 0.024 f 0.001 predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation. Without the correction the resolution is 0.17 + 0.02
digitizing periods. The optimum risetime for the ZEUS system is estimated from this model. The model is applicable to
other systems which require accurate timing of pulses and have a relatively constant pulse shape.

1. Introduction
The ZEUS experiment

has been installed and taking data

read-out chain the FADC samples are scanned for pulses
and the pulses parameterized by digital signal processors
(DSPs) on the same circuit board as the FADCs. These
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From the review:
• The general concept of local sums at the front-end board level,
followed by crate-level sums and subsequent transfer to a
central “Global LVl-1” processing area, is sound. A concept and
proof-of-principle for crate backplane operation at the required
high rate needs to be developed for the CDR. If high-speed
serial operation proves challenging, the collaboration should
explore possible parallel concepts to lower the bus-speed
requirements.
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Possible Crate Layout

20 crates FCAL, 8 crates BCAL
Do crates really need to cost $10K?
Vector, Schroff, etc sell pieces

Notes:
• Trim pedestals at input buffers
• Energy sum doesn’t need 21 bit resolution
• Probably 8 bits is fine (+ overflow?)
• Truncate where?
• Need to subtract pedestal - where?
• Integrate (sum over time) after final sum
• Multiplier on each channel before sum tree
• Ability to test & monitor energy sum
• Test pulser at inputs

